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This thread will make you better at Excel: ■

Automatic Abbreviations:

If you're like me, autocorrect is more of an annoyance than a help.

Let's change that.

Set up your own custom list of abbreviations, and bend its powers to your will.

Type 'TBD'

Press 'Enter"

Output = 'To be determined'
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Consolidate:

Take data from multiple tabs.

Consolidate into one.

Sum, average, count, it's your choice.

By creating links to the source data, your consolidation tab will update automatically.

The best part? No formulas required.



Camera Snapshot

Here's a little-known trick to move data between workbooks.

First, add "camera" to your quick access toolbar.

•Select your data ■ click ■

•Paste to new workbook

The cool part: When you update the main workbook, the data in the picture updates as well! ■

People Graph: 

 

I'm a big fan of visual representations of data.



 

Using 'People Graph' is an easy way to liven up your spreadsheet, especially when tracking metrics related to, well,

humans. 

 

Create an infographic to visualize social media engagement, app users, customers, & more.

Conditional Formatting:

As I said above, I'm a big fan of visualizing data.

Conditional formatting is one of the best (and easiest) ways to do this.

Let's face it, if your data looks good, you look good.

Spice it up by adding data bars, heat maps, or icon sets to show trends:



Flash Fill:

Let's say you've got all the data you need––it just isn't in the right place.

"Flash Fill" is your friend.

Quickly extract pieces of text from one cell and move them to another OR combine text from multiple cells into a single

place.



Advanced Filter:

When working with large data sets, it's nice to be able to extract specific items and paste them to another location.

Advanced Filter lets you do just that.

• 'Data'

• 'Advanced'

Choose your range, filter criteria, & the where to paste the data.

Easy.

Analyze Data:

I was never very good at Pivot tables, graphs, & analyzing data on my own.

Lucky for me (and you) Excel will do the heavy lifting for us.

•Select the range of data

•"Home" ■ "Analyze Data"

Charts, tables, & analysis––premade.

Click "insert" & you're done!



Defined Cell Names:

Formulas in Excel are extremely useful.

That said, they can also be quite confusing.

By defining cell names, you can make them much more user-friendly and easier to read.

Instead of seeing = 'A3-B3'

You'll now see = 'Revenue-Cost'

Check it out:



3D FORMULAS:

Let's say you want to add up the values in Column 'D' on 4 different sheets & show a single total.

Quit wasting time on SUM formulas that reference each sheet individually.

3D lets you select the 1st + last sheet in a series and dynamically include any in between.

That's it for today!

Hopefully, you learned something new!

Follow me @blakeaburge

for weekly threads on business & productivity.

Join 10,000+ others & check out my newsletter:

"While You Were Away"

•The best of Twitter

•In your inbox

•Every Sunday

https://t.co/KPDWcXYbFv
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Time is running out.

Join @SahilBloom & me in the next round of THE Audience Building Course.

Learn the frameworks we've used to grow a combined audience of over 900,000 followers across multiple platforms.

Space is limited, sign up today!

https://t.co/UpFiYCXwej

If you're looking for something else interesting to read today, check out the latest from my friend @darrenchait.

A framework for dealing with the more, shall we say, difficult people in our lives. ■■

https://t.co/lppEXx7ptZ

The jerk, the slacker, and the downer...

How to deal with the most difficult personalities:

— Darren Chait (@darrenchait) April 23, 2022
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